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	Mostly Codeless Game Development: New School Game Engines, 9781484229699 (148422969X), Apress, 2017

	
		Get a head start in your game development career with this all-genre guide for absolute beginners. Whether you're into action games, role-playing games, or interactive fiction, we've got you covered. Mostly Codeless Game Development empowers new developers with little or no previous programming experience and explores all major areas of game development in a succinct, entertaining fashion.

	

	

	
		Have you dreamed of making your own video game? Do you find the prospect daunting? Fear not. A new generation of game engines has emerged. Lengthy and complicated feats of programming are largely a thing of the past in video game development. To create commercially viable games you simply need the right tools, many of which are discussed in this book. A gigantic software team isn't a must-have prerequisite for success. The one-person operation is back.

		

		
			What You Will Learn

			
				Master the concepts and jargon used in game creation for the beginner
	
				Find the best game development suite for your project
	
				Make the most out of related graphics and audio production software
	
				Discover video game marketing essentials


	

	

	

	
		Who This Book Is For  

	

	

	People with no programming experience who desire a career in the video game industry as producers or independent, single-person developers.
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Clinical Data-Mining: Integrating Practice and Research (Pocket Guides to Social Work Research Methods)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Clinical Data-Mining (CDM) involves the conceptualization, extraction, analysis, and interpretation of available clinical data for practice knowledge-building, clinical decision-making and practitioner reflection. Depending upon the type of data mined, CDM can be qualitative or quantitative; it is generally retrospective, but may be...


		

In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High Tech Marketing DisastersApress, 2006

	In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High-Tech Marketing Disasters, Second Edition is National Lampoon meets Peter Drucker. It's a funny and well-written business book that takes a look at some of the most influential marketing and business philosophies of the last twenty years. Through the dark glass of hindsight, it...


		

Mobile Internet: Enabling Technologies and ServicesCRC Press, 2004
The migration of the most common Internet services to a mobile environment has long been an evolving
demand of both business and consumer markets. The ability to be connected to the Internet while on
the go and to benefit from using such applications as e-mail, instant messaging, audio and video
streaming, Web browsing, and...




	

Introduction to Reversible Computing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Few books comprehensively cover the software and programming aspects of reversible computing. Filling this gap, Introduction to Reversible Computing offers an expanded view of the field that includes the traditional energy-motivated hardware viewpoint as well as the emerging application-motivated software approach.

...


		

Teach Yourself the Basics of Aspen PlusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Aspen Plus is on of the most popular process simulation software programs used industrially and academically. Though the software is available at many corporations and universities, there are no textbooks which are dedicated to teaching the step-by-step use of the software. This book is designed to fill that need. The structure of the book is...


		

Pro Tools 7 Session Secrets: Professional Recipes for High-Octane ResultsSyngress Publishing, 2006
Studio secrets, techniques, and tips For Pro Tools M-powered, LE, HD, and TDM Power Users!
    

    This practical guide from two certified Pro Tools experts begins where most other Pro Tools books leave off—it's like having a high-level, hands-on studio session with your very own seasoned audio pros! Jump in...
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